Empowerment for young emerging leaders

A meeting place and launching platform for bright young minds with diverse interests, passions and backgrounds.
EPIcc’s three dimensions

**EPIcc Empowerment:** Multidisciplinary networking for inspiration and future resource network

- EPIcc provides world class training in advocacy, communication, innovation
- EPIcc provides unique environments of multidisciplinary settings to break barriers and foster inter-sectorial cooperation

**EPIcc Participation:** Societal challenges solved in collaboration

- Each EPIccenter will offer the opportunity to discuss concrete societal challenges – for the young emerging leaders to try and solve together, relying on their multidisciplinary skills, experiences and interests
- EPIccenters create interactive environments where young emerging leaders explore solutions to common problems together, but from their unique vantage points rooted in their passions and interests

**EPIcc Innovation:** Applying personal interests and heart-driven passions to some of the biggest challenges of human kind

- EPIcccenters are idea incubators that serve as launching platforms for long-term collaborations beyond boarders of different disciplines
- Young emerging leaders learn to broaden their views beyond their respective fields of expertise – and are empowered to support one another in addressing common challenges
- EPIcccenters provide creative approaches to exploring, finding and applying inter-sectorial solutions
The EPlcc way (14 October - 15 October 2016)

- **Inspiration Keynote**: The power and potential of young emerging leaders organizing and collaborating together beyond borders
- **Interactive presentation**: Understanding the most pressing global challenges and how they shape our values
- **Predicting the future**: Understanding trends in society and the values that shape the future
- **Communication is key**:
  - Communicating with the masses – how to get your message across beyond your ivory tower and start conversations with a wider audience, for transformative change?
  - Communicating as a movement – does your lifestyle matter to have impact as a role model?
  - Communicating as a person – Not everyone is a communicator but everyone communicates.
- **Breaking barriers, challenging norms**:
  - What does it mean to challenge norms, and why it matters?
  - Can challenging norms help to break barriers? How?
- **Creativity for social change**: Interactive workshops
- **Inner balance**: Mindfulness exercise
- **Learning from success stories**: How companies challenge norms, promote health and have success.
- **Idea incubator**: Tackling some of humanity’s biggest challenges, together
- **Closing key note**
Practical information

Friday  Get to know each other, inspiration and a dinner

• We will meet at 18.00 at Klara Södra Kyrkogatan 20, Stockholm. We will introduce the program and while having some tasty dinner, we will get to know each other and listen to an inspirational talk about the challenges of today and the values they shape.
• We will round up and leave home at 20.30. We do neither cover nor arrange accommodation in Stockholm.

Saturday  Full day of input, challenges, creativity and growth

• We kick off the day of presentations, talks, group work and much more at 9.00 at Klara Södra Kyrkogatan 20, Stockholm. Full line of inspiring speakers will share their knowledge and insights. We will combine it with discussions and creative exercises. Lunch and dinner are on us. We will wrap up at 18.00.
• All the participants are invited to join further program - namely Stand up Comedy, drink tasting and dance-KARAOKE arranged by IOGT-NTO Club Vildvuxen. The doors open at 18.00.

Language  English is oh yeah!

Participation fee  For free oh yeah!


EPIcc is financially supported by Stiftelsen Ansvar For Framtiden and arranged in cooperation with IOGT-NTO club Vildvuxen